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Moderato.

Voice.

1. They parted for she told him that another held her heart; Another of whose roaming life she soon would share a part.

2. Once honored gay and happy too, the clerks temptation came; The wine, the cards the races, then he forged another's name, The

3. The bank cashier stands near his wife in angry tones she cries; "It was for wealth I wed, not love, for gold and all it buys!" "Your
The Pace That Kills.

"Hunky Dory."
The Latest Hit by the Composer of 
Smoky Mokes and Calanthe Waltzes.
see! there in the doorway stands the man who loved her best. The
in the stretch! he's leading still! now past the stand they flash. A
open now, the gold she craves lies at his trembling hand. But

wine glass crashes from her hands! her eye now strangely thrills. A
cry rings out: "My God I've lost!" his voice with anguish thrills. A
hark! the watchman's voice: "Who's there?" his heart with fear it thrills. He

piercing scream! a dagger gleam! thus ends the pace that kills. pistol rings! his life's blood springs! thus ends the pace that kills.
turns to fly! a shot! a cry! thus ends the pace that kills.

The Pace That Kills.

"HUNKY DORY."
THE LATEST HIT BY THE COMPOSER OF
SMOKY MOKES and CALANTHE WALTZES.
CHORUS.

A mother's teaching lost, a precious life the cost a
A mother's teaching lost, a precious life the cost a
A mother's teaching lost, a precious life the cost a

A tempo.

dear old home with grief and gloom it fills Be -
dear old home with grief and gloom it fills Be -
wives sad heart with grief and gloom it fills Be -

neath a marble stone, she sleeps tonight alone, at
neath a marble stone, he sleeps tonight alone, at
neath a marble stone, he sleeps tonight alone, at

rest, from the pace that kills.
rest, from the pace that kills.
rest, from the pace that kills.

The Paco That Kills.

"HUNKY DORY."
THE LATEST HIT BY THE COMPOSER OF
SMOKY MOKES and CALANTHE WALTZES.
HUNKY-DORY

THEM OTHER FAMOUS SUCCESSES.

"Day By Day." 

BEYOND THE GATES OF PARADISE.

I LEFT BECAUSE I LOVE YOU

ARRANGED FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
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